ThinPrint Hub: The Easiest Way to Print in Branch Offices

- IT-independent branch offices
- Secure printing without VPN
- SNMP printer monitoring
- High-availability printing
- Excellent value for money

“Simple to setup and configure... you have optimized branch office printing in a flash – all this for less than half the cost of a PC too!”

Daniel Mar, Principal Consultant, Infront Consulting Group
THINPRINT HUB

With ThinPrint Engine, print management is easily centralized. ThinPrint Hub, as the perfect addition, ensures effortless printing in all branch offices.

BENEFIT FROM THINPRINT HUB ADVANTAGES:

PLUG & PLAY ADMINISTRATION: After connecting ThinPrint Hub via a network cable, it can be centrally managed. ThinPrint Hub automatically finds and creates printers in your corporate network and Windows print servers located in branch offices are not even required. This means that when it comes to printing, IT expertise is no longer even necessary on site at branch offices.

HIGHEST SECURITY FOR YOUR PRINT JOBS: Thanks to SSL-encrypted transmission of print data to ThinPrint Hub, your print jobs and the information contained in them, remain safe. The ThinPrint Secure Tunnel ensures that print data is SSL-encrypted, even when printing via the internet and in masked networks. The ThinPrint Hub also identifies itself to authentication servers in IEEE 802.1X networks thereby adding an important security layer.

RELIABLE AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE PRINTING: ThinPrint Hub supports the most popular ThinPrint features such as bandwidth control, compression and print data streaming. This ensures both fast printing and trouble-free work processes, even with low bandwidth capacity.

NO LIMITS TO THE NUMBER OF PRINTERS USED: Integration is completely independent of printer models and manufacturers in use and the number of network printers used is also not limited. In addition, up to four USB printers can be connected to a ThinPrint Hub and used as network printers.

SNMP MONITORING FOR A FULL OVERVIEW: Thanks to printer monitoring via SNMP, you always know exactly the current status of your printers, and whether a response is necessary with a clear overview of color-coded warnings and errors for faults such as lack of paper, paper jams or low toner levels.

HIGH-AVAILABILITY PRINTING: Using a second ThinPrint Hub enables load balancing and failover in case of faults. This means that full reliability and uninterruptible productivity are ensured when printing.

Excellent performance plus value for money

For pricing and any other questions relating to ThinPrint Hub, simply contact us at: sales@thinprint.com

Freedom of choice: ThinPrint Hub is the easiest way to roll out the ThinPrint Client, but not the only one – ThinPrint Clients are available as free software for Windows servers and desktops, Mac OS X and Linux, as well as being directly integrated into many thin clients and printer models from leading manufacturers.